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Life with Full Attention
A Practical Course in Mindfulness
Maitreyabandhu
Mindfulness is a quality that enhances all experience, 
whether mundane or extraordinary. In this eight-week 
course, Maitreyabandhu teaches readers how to enrich their 
experiences by paying close attention to them. 

Change Your Mind
A Practical Guide to Buddhist Meditation 
Paramananda
This best-selling, accessible and thorough guide introduces 
two Buddhist meditations and deals imaginatively with 
practical difficulties, meeting distraction and doubt with 
determination and humour.

Buddhist Meditation
Tranquillity, Imagination & Insight 
Kamalashila
This revised edition is a comprehensive guide to the 
methods and theory of Buddhist meditation. 

‘A wonderfully practical and accessible introduction to the 
important forms of Buddhist meditation. From his years of 
meditation practice, Kamalashila has written a book useful 
for beginners and longtime practitioners.’ – Gil Fronsdal

Satipat
.
t
.
hāna Meditation 

A Practice Guide  
Anālayo
Buddhist meditator and scholar Bhikkhu Anālayo presents 
this thorough-going guide to the early Buddhist teachings 
on Satipatthāna, the foundations of mindfulness, following 
on from his two best-selling books, Satipatthāna and 
Perspectives on Satipatthāna. 

‘This is a pearl of a book, illuminating the practice of 
Satipatthāna with a fertile and colourful lucidity. ’  
– Ajahn Amaro
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Mindfulness and Meditation

ISBN:  978 1 899579 75 4
Price:  £9.99/$13.95
Size:  206 x 137
Extent:  196
Level:  Beginner

ISBN:  978 1 907314 09 4
Price:  £14.99/$21.95/€18.95
Size:  246 x 189
Extent:  272
Level:  Beginner

ISBN:   978 1 911407 10 2
Price:   £11.99/$17.95/€14.95
Size:   234 x 156
Extent:  256
Level:   Advanced
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Buddhism

Introductory
Mindful Emotion
A Short Course in Kindness 
Dr Paramabandhu Groves and Dr Jed Shamel
This book is all about kindness behaviour training (KBT). The authors have drawn 
on their clinical experience as well as Buddhism to develop a practical course in 
cultivating kindness. 

Price:  £11.99/$18.95/€14.95

Not About Being Good
A Practical Guide to Buddhist Ethics
Subhadramati
Buddhist ethics are not about ‘being good’ in order to gain rewards. Instead, living 
ethically springs from the awareness that other people are no different from 
yourself. This is a guidebook to actively developing this awareness.

Price:  £9.99/$16.95/€12.95

Going Deeper
The Journey and the Guide
A Practical Course in Enlightenment
Maitreyabandhu
Maitreyabandhu, a prize-winning poet and author of the best-selling Life with Full 
Attention, describes what it means to set out on the Buddha’s journey and how you 
can follow it – day by day and week by week.

Price:  £11.99/$18.95/€13.95

Mindfully Facing Disease and Death
Compassionate Advice from Early Buddhist Texts
Anālayo
Disease and death are undeniably integral parts of human life. Yet when they 
manifest we are easily caught unprepared. To prepare for these, we need to learn how 
to skilfully face illness and passing away. A source of practical wisdom can be found in 
the early discourses that record the teachings given by the Buddha and his disciples.

Price:  £11.99/$17.95/€16.95

Great Faith, Great Wisdom
Practice and Awakening in the Pure Land Sutras of Mahayana 
Buddhism 
Ratnaguna and Śraddhāpa
The three Pure Land Sutras are a body of Mahayana scriptures that for centuries 
have played an important part in the spiritual life of East Asian Buddhists. 

Price:  £13.99/$21.95/€17.95
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ISBNs: 978 1 909314 91 7 (pbk)
  978 1 909314 92 4 (hbk)
Prices: £19.95/$27.95/€22.95 (pbk)
  £29.95/$44.95/€32.95 (hbk)
Size: 234 x 156
Extent: 712
Level: Beginner to Advanced

The Complete Works of Sangharakshita

The Complete Works of Sangharakshita include all his previously published work, 
as well as talks, seminars and writings published for the first time. This collection 
represents the definitive edition of his life’s work as a Buddhist writer and teacher. 
Here are four of the volumes that have been published to date.

ISBNs: 978 1 909314 78 8 (pbk)
  978 1 909314 82 5 (hbk)
Prices: £17.95/$24.95/€19.95 (pbk)
  £27.95/$42.95/€29.95 (hbk)
Size: 234 x 156
Extent: 624
Level: Beginner to Advanced

ISBNs: 978 1 911407 02 7 (pbk)
  978 1 911407 01 0 (hbk)
Prices: £19.95/$27.95/€22.95 (pbk)
  £29.95/$44.95/€32.95 (hbk)
Size: 234 x 156
Extent: 736
Level: Beginner to Advanced

ISBNs: 978 1 911407 16 4 (pbk)
  978 1 911407 15 7 (hbk)
Prices: £19.95/$27.95/€22.95 (pbk)
  £29.95/$44.95/€32.95 (hbk)
Size: 234 x 156
Extent: 672
Level: Beginner to Advanced

Volume 1: A Survey of Buddhism/
The Buddha’s Noble Eightfold 
Path
This volume contains includes two foundational 
texts that have inspired readers for decades. In A 
Survey of Buddhism, out of print for a couple years, 
Sangharakhita’s beautiful prose, shot through with 
poetry, combines with an exceptional clarity of 
thought to make this one of the most inspiring 
elucidations of the Dharma.  

Volume 9: Dr Ambedkar and  
the Revival of Buddhism I 
In 1956, along with hundreds of thousands of his 
followers, Ambedkar renounced the Hindu caste 
system – according to which they were condemned 
to be ‘untouchable’ – and converted to Buddhism. In 
this volume, Sangharakshita explains clearly why Dr. 
Ambedkar is of continuing relevance to all Buddhists 
worldwide.

Volume 18: Milarepa and  
the Art of Discipleship I
The story of the spiritual journey of the famous 
Tibetan yogi Milarepa is often told, but less well 
known are the stories of his encounters with those he 
met and taught after his own Enlightenment, eleven 
of which are the catalyst for volume 18 and volume 
19 of the Complete Works. 

Volume 21: Facing Mount 
Kanchenjunga
This volume includes Facing Mount Kanchenjunga and 
Dear Dinoo. Facing Mount Kanchenjunga covers the 
period 1950-1953, beginning with Sangharakshita’s 
arrival in Kalimpong as a twenty-four-year-old novice 
monk. The twenty-nine letters collected together 
in Dear Dinoo span the period 1955-1974, giving a 
sighting of Sangharakshita’s life as he experienced it 
at the time. 
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Buddhism for Today

Eight Step Recovery (New Edition)
Using the Buddha’s Teachings to Overcome Addiction
Valerie Mason-John and Dr Paramabandhu Groves
The Buddha’s teachings offer us tools to overcome addictive behaviour, 
cultivating calm and clarity without anger and resentments. Whether you are 
struggling to stay off heroin or with obsessive thinking, the Eight Steps help you 
discover a fulfilling way of living.

The Buddha on Wall Street
What’s Wrong with Capitalism and What We Can Do about It 
Vad. d. haka Linn
The economic resources now exist to offer a realistic possibility of providing 
everyone with decent food, shelter, work and leisure, to allow each of us to fulfil 
our potential as human beings, while protecting the environment. What is it in 
the nature of modern capitalism which prevents that happening? In this thought-
provoking work, Vaḍḍhaka Linn explores answers to these questions by examining 
our economic world from the moral standpoint established by the Buddha.

Wild Awake
Alone, Offline & Aware in Nature
Vajragupta
What is it like to be completely alone, attempting to face your experience with only 
nature for company? Buddhist teacher and author, Vajragupta, has been doing 
just that every year for twenty-five years. Here he recounts how these ‘solitary 
retreats’ have changed him, how he fell in love with the places he stayed in and the 
creatures there.

I’ll Meet You There 
A Practical Guide to Empathy, Mindfulness and Communication
Shantigarbha
Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing, there is a field. I’ll meet you there.
‘An excellent book on empathy that teases out the centrality of this value in 
Buddhism  as the foundation for the cultivation of compassion and loving-
kindness.’ – Stephen Batchelor, Buddhist teacher and author

Price:  £13.99/$18.95/€15.95

Price:  £9.99/$16.95/€12.95

Price:  £9.99/$12.95/€11.95

Price:  £11.99/$17.95/€14.95

C O N T A C T  U S

For more information on our  
titles, please contact:

17e Sturton Street   Cambridge
CB1 2SN   01223 778920
info@windhorsepublications.com
windhorsepublications.com

D I S T R I B U T I O N

UK/Europe  BookSource 
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orders@booksource.net
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